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Forum focuses on
women in industry

.

...

University
resorts to
selective
watering

¥■

■ Construction management hosts event.
Darrell Hallenbrook
Statt Wilier______ _____________________

C al P o ly ’ s c o n s tr u c tio n
m anagem ent departm ent is
sponsoring a “Women in Con
struction Forum,” which will
focus on the emerging role of
women in the construction in
dustry and the problems they
face.

The forum will offer presentations for both junior and
senior construction management
majors and will begin today and
conclude Friday aftern(X)n.
Construction m anagem ent
Department Head Jim Rodger
said, “As professionals in a nontraditional profession, women
face additional challenges that
See FO RUM , page 12

ROTC helps students
‘shoot’ their sweeties
Michelle Hertig
Staff Writer

Cal Poly’s Army ROTC will
offer something different to do
this Valentine’s day — an all-day
sweetheart shoot,
“The idea isn’t to shoot your
sweetheart, it’s to win them a
box of candy,” said Maj. Mark
Earley, assistant professor of

military science at Cal Poly.
“This is the first year we’ve
done a sweetheart shoot on
Valentine’s Day,” Earley said.
“ It’s a spinoff of our annual Mus
tang Battalion turkey shoot (in
November).”
“We will provide everything,
including the guns and ammuni
tion,” he said. “For $1.50 people
See SHOOT, page 12

Bus riders express opinions
about SLO’s transit system
By Karen Travis
Staff Writer

Local bus riders told the San
Luis Obispo Mass Transporta
tion Committee last week that
they want city buses to run more
frequently, on weekends and for
longer hours.

City Transit Manager Harry
Watson said the purpose of the
annual committee meeting in the
Community Development Center
in City Hall was to get input
from the community regarding
bus services.
“We listen to what the
Sec TR AN SIT, page 11
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By Grant Landy
Staff Writer

It’s only mid-February, but
already California seems des
tined for a sixth consecutive
year of drought. And every
year, the state’s water shortage
»
.
is taking more green from Cal
Poly’s landscape.
Because o f con strictin g
water supplies, the Cal Poly
grounds department has had to
take a conservation approach
to w aterin g lawns, trees,
shrubs and other natural fea
tures of the campus. The consequ en ces h a ve led to a
prioritized watering plan in
which lawns and turf are being
left to die.
“Our priorities are chang
ing,” lead groundsworker for
Plant Operations George Mead
said. “We are concentrating on
more plants and shrubs be
cause the turf is limited.”
Groundsworker Jodee Ben
nett said that the department
puts a lot of thought into decid
ing whether to maintain a lawn
or to let it go.
“They (the grounds depart
ment) really do a lot of think
ing and planning before letting
stuff go,” Bennett said. “Main
ly, they want to keep vital
what the students use.”
That gives first priority to
athletic fields, said Bennett
and lead groundsworker Doug
JON ROGERS/Mustang Daily
Overman.
“The fields are always in use
The five-year drought has caused groundsw orkers to put lawns,
See W ATER, page 11
shrubs and plants on a prioritized w atering plan.
4, *
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A6 executive tells of recession’s impact
■ A Cal Poly graijuate says that marketing is crucial for businesses (during crisis.
By Karen Travis
Stall Wrtlf_________________

PATRICIA MCKEANMutlang Daily

Dan Bellack

With the advent of an economic reces
sion, advertisers must work harder than
ever to market products, an advertising
executive and Cal Poly graduate said
Monday night.
Daniel Bellack, the chairman of a Bay
Area advertising firm, lectured to a
small audience in the Fisher Science
building. Bellack also is a representative

of the Advertising Educational Founda
tion Ambassador Program.
Bellack discussed business marketing
and the challenges faced by advertisers.
He said advertising is more critical in
a time of recession because every dollar
put into an advertisement will have to
work harder than ever for that product.
“A company would be insane to stop
advertising now,” Bellack said.
The Advertising Education Founda
tion Ambassador Program sends adver

RSI Reminders:

Insight:

Board of Directors meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in UU 220. The
meeting is open to the public.
Business item: Resolution 91-08Banning Tobacco Sales
on campus.

Homosexuals tell how
they are learning to
accep t themselves and
how their rights are not
being recognized.

Page 5

tising and marketing executives, like
Bellack, to speak on campuses nation
wide. The purpose is to broaden the
understanding of what advertising is
and how it contributes to society.
Donna Davis, career adviser for
Cooperative Education and Placement
Services, said the Ambassador Program
at Cal Poly has been a great success.
“This is the third year Cal Poly has
sponsored an ambassador,” Davis said.
See B E L L A C K , page 12

, TodQy*$ weather...

Sunny!
-IX Highs: mid 70s to 80s

Lows: high 40s
n. to n.w. winds 15 mph
2 ft. seas, 8 ft. n.w. swells
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Reasons exist
to protest war
With all of this debate about
protesting, I’d like to talk
about why we are protesting.
• The oil issue — many pro
testers fe d that we are
fighting to preserve our low oil
prices. The U.S. pays the least
amount (by far) and uses the
most oil (by far). “No blood for
oil” means don’t let our men
die for our excessive thirst for
oil. Oil is not the only issue.
There are many others.
• The United States is getting
its dirty hands into the Middle
East again. After World War
I, the West divided up the
Middle East. After World War
II, we gave Palestine to the
Israeli’s after we promised not
to. The United States sold
weapons to Iraq and Iran dur
ing the Iraq-Iran war. The
United States once again is
messing with the politics of the
Middle East.
• The Middle East has been
fighting since the beginning of
time. Iraq’s attack on Kuwait
is another little battle in this
huge history of war.
Resident Bush says this war
will bring “peace and stabili
ty” to the region. All the Mid
dle East knows is hate, vio
lence and war. They will con
tinue to fight after this war,
and now the United States is
obligated to participate in
these future wars.
• There are also moral reasons
not to wage war. War is wrong

M
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and should be the last resort.
We shouldn’t send our men to
die in a war that doesn’t really
have any effect on us.
• Saddam is no Hitler. There is
no way he could take over the
Middle East. He fought Iran
for eight years just to tie them.
,1*1▼

I could go on and on with
logical reasons for the United
States not to be there. I’m not
a “hippie-bleedy-heart-I-hatethe-USA-pot-smoking freak.”
I’m a logical, rational person
with many reasons to oppose
the war.

fel

B ret H eenan
C om puter science

ÎPY-

Food column
needs change
I have been avidly reading
the column ‘Tood” by Bill
Moughan. It still puzzles me
why his articles focus on
abstract foods and recipes.
One of the last articles gave
a recipe for prunes with bacon.
Out of curiosity, is there any
one on the editorial staff that
would eat that?
It would be more advan
tageous for both Bill and Cal
Poly students if he focused his
recipes on ingredients that are
inexpensive and quick to
prepare. I f he cannot think of
any le t me suggest the
cookbooks published by Sunset
magazine.
In sh ort, p lease s ta rt
publishing a column to help
Cal Poly students, with limited
See L E T T E R S , page 4
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Brother Jed enlightens
Poly about moral vices
Dave Gross
As much as I like my sex, drugs and rock ‘n’
roll (or perhaps fornification, intoxication and
devil music), I must say I learned a lot from the
recent preaching by Brothers Jed and Bob in
Cal Poly’s U.U. Plaza.
Brother Jed Smock, if you haven’t heard, is a
hellfire-and-damnation style preacher who goes
from one college campus to another telling
stories of his transformation from hippy to
god-fearing Christian and his wife’s from (hscoqueen to properly submissive Mrs. Jed.
Punctuating his speeches with uncompromis
ing condemnation of fornicators, masturbators,
sodomites (by which he means homosexuals),
whores and whoremongers (by which he means
everyone else) and a whole host of other
categories that are guaranteed to cover the en
tire student body wherever he and his troupe
land, he draws crowds that few other speakers
can match.
His religious agenda, being mostly predictable
conservative Christianity in the mold o f Jimmy
Swaggart with a heathy dose of the old
female-sexuality-as-the-downfall-of-man-kind,
no-tolerance-at-all-fbr-namby-pamby-“ God-isLove" preachers, is hardly the point.
He has become an American legend. A
worldwide computer network monitors his pro
gress. He has spawned a flock o f fans who, in
comparison to the fanatical followers of the
Grateful Dead, call themselves “Jed-Heads.”
I was alerted that he was in California by a
Paul Revere-style friend of mine from UCSB
who heard him speak there and then called to
prepare me for his inevitable arrival at Cal Poly.
I got to campus early and was able to hear most
of his speaking.
What could be more entertaining, I thought,
than to listen to a grown man put forth the sort
of bizarre syllogism offered by Brother Bob, one
of Jed’s companions on the circuit. Here, I
paraphrase:
“I must come out of the closet and admit that
I am a hoe-moe-sex-u-al. I was talking to
Brother Jed the other day, and he pointed out to
me that masturbation is just like having sex
with yourself. Since I am the same sex as
myself, and I have, in the past, done such
things. I must be a hoe-moe-sex-u-al.”
It may not make any sense, but it got our at
tention, sure enough.
, After Brother Jed had completed his famous

“Parable of the Five Donnies,” he turned to me
out of all the people in the crowd and handed me
a copy of
Will Rise Up?” that he was
reading from.
I took the book, expressed sincere gratitude,
and wondered why he picked me out of the
crowd to bestow this gift upon. Maybe it was
the way I shouted “for-nigh-cay-shun!” Maybe
it was the feigned sincerity with which I asked
how I might overcome my lustful feelings.
Maybe he knew I wanted to read that book and
see for myself what drove this man to preach
the way he does. Maybe it was dumb luck.
I quickly discovered from reading his book
that Brother Jed is no fool. When he’s preaching
he may come across as a sex-obsessed neander
thal, but his writing is clear, deliberate and ob
viously the product o f an above-average in
telligence.
Is he a looney? Well, OK, so maybe he is. And
maybe I shouldn’t be taking him so seroiusly.
But there is undeniably a method to his
madness.
When he attacks everything students hold
dear (and number one on that list is his favorite
target, fornification), it is not just an explana
tion of the tenets of his faith. It is a deliberate
attempt to anger and upset the crowd.
This is especially clear when there are times
when he could easily be diplomatic and yet he
delil^rately turns a phrase that many find of
fensive. Most often baited in this regard are
feminists, who find many of their worst accusa
tions about men being advocated, nay
trumpeted, by Jed in their own exaggerated
language.
“Women need to be put in their place,” he
says. “They should be baby machines.” \^ere
did he find that phrase? Not in any Christian
book, but instead in caricatures of American
religion written by its most offended and hor
rified critics, and he has adopted that caricature
as his own.
And nobody can argue that it doesn’t work.
The crowds he gathers are'as angry, rude and
ill-behaved as any mob that ever villified any
prophet. And so later in his speech, when he
talks about how today’s students are obnoxious
and rude and have no morals ... well, you can’t
really argue.
“Admittedly my ministry brings out the
See C O M AIE N TAR Y, page 4
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A ra fa t s a y s w a r co u ld
s p re ad , last fo r y e a rs
ROME (A P ) — The Persian Gulf War
could last for years, and will spread
throughout the Middle East, PLO chief
Yasser Arafat was quoted as saying in an in
terview published ffiiesday.
In the interview conducted Sunday in
Tunisia with Saad Kiwan, a reporter for the
left-wing Italian daily “II Manifesto,” Arafat
was quoted as saying the United States
entered the gulf conflict “to put their hands
on the oil.”
He was quoted as predicting that “Iraq
could resist at least 30 months,” saying the
country has sufficient food and weapons to
hold out against the allied effort to drive
Saddam Hussein’s army from Kuwait.

RICHMOND, Va. (A P ) — The judge who
gave Jim Bakker a 45-year prison term was
influenced by his religious beliefs, said an
appeals court that Tuesday ordered the
former television evangelist resentenced.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Richmond upheld Bakker’s 1989 conviction
on 24 counts of mail fraud, wire fraud and
conspiracy.
But the three-judge panel threw out the
sentence because o f remarks made by U.S.
District Judge Robert D. Potter at the sen
tencing hearing in Charlotte, N.C. The court
ordered that Bakker be resentenced by a dif
ferent judge.

OAKLAND, Calif. (A P ) — Barbie’s new
friend wears gold lame baggy pants and a
short jacket over his bare chest.
The latest entry in the 12-inch fashion
doll market from Mattel is M.C. Hammer,
retailing for about $20. A wardrobe of glitzy
fashions will be available, too.
The real rap star, who hails from Oak
land, will appear Wednesday at Mattel’s
New York showroom for a dance party to in
troduce the M.C. Hammer doll and a rock
star Barbie doll.
The rapper’s debut on the doll market is
slated for fall.

D e tro it p u b lic o ffic ia ls B ush g ives aid to 31
c h a rg e d w ith stealin g c o u n tie s hit by fre e ze
FRESNO, Calif. (A P ) — W ith the
DETRO IT (A P ) — A federal grand ju iy in Christmas freeze behind them and a long,
dicted the police chief and a former business dry summer ahead, San Joaquin Valley
partner of Mayor Coleman Young on charges farmers were pleased President Bush
of stealing nearly $2.6 million from a secret declared a federal state of emergency for 31
police fund. Police Chief William Hart, a California counties hit by the freeze.
“This is significant, very timely and very
"cop’s cop” who joined the force in 1952, says
important
to the whole area,” said Cosmo Inhe’ll fight back.
The grand jury on Monday indicted Hart, salaco, Fresno County Agriculture Commis
67, on seven counts and Kenneth Weiner, a sioner. “Particularly in the San Joaquin Val
former deputy chief, on five counts, accord ley where we had the major impact and
ing to U.S. Attorney Stephen Markman. The major dollars involved.”
charges followed an 18-month investigation.
Bush named Fresno, Kern, Madera,
\bung, the target o f the g;rand jury probe Merced and Tulare counties in Monday’s an
when it began, was cleared o f any wrongdo nouncement. San Joaquin Valley agriculture
ing, Markman said.
losses were estimated at more than $500
“We had no credible evidence as the basis million and state losses at $800 million.
of any kind o f indictments for the mayor in
The declaration provides federal help to
connection with the secret service fund,” families and individuals through $15 million
Markman said.
in Disaster Unemployment Assistance.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

gas

AGRICÜLTUR
Students cultivate
talents at Poly’s
Santa Cruz ranch
By Amy Alonso
Staff Writer

Cal Poly has its very own
field o f dreams complete with
mountains, valleys and three
miles o f frontage along the
Pacific Ocean.
The 3,200 acre Swanton
Pacific ranch, located near
Santa Cruz, was donated to
Cal Pbly in 1986 by A1 Smith,
a 1944 Cal Poly crop science
graduate. Smith also donated
a $1 million endowment fund
to operate the ranch.
“Mr. Smith is encouraging
the total participation o f the
university at the ranch,”
Larry Rath bun, associate
dean o f the School of Agricul
ture said.
“Cal Poly’s Dean’s Council
will be meeting at Swanton
Pacific next month so they
can dream o f ways their
schools can be involved,”
Rathbun said.
A few ideas already have
been made to get some o f the
other schools besides just
See SCIENCE & AG, page 10

CO M PANY

Southern California Gas Company,
headquartered in Los Angeles,
is the largest natural gas distribution company
in the United States. We can offer
you outstanding professional challenges in an
exciting environment. We are currently seeking
Chemical, Civil, and Mechanical Engineers;
Accounting/Finance and Information Systems Majors.
Send Resume To:
Professional Staffing
Southern California Gas Company
810 S. Flower St. M.L 403V
Los Angeles, CA 90017
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A llie d fo rc e s p u m m el A p p e a ls c o u rt th ro w s M o ve o v e r K en; here
Iraq is by S au d i b o rd e r o u t B a k k e r’s s e n te n c e c o m e s T h e H am m er!
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia (A P ) — U.S. and
Saudi forces used air strikes, artillery and
naval gunfire to pummel an Iraqi force mar
shaling in Kuwait within striking distance of
the Saudi border, military officials said Tues
day.
One senior military official called it the
biggest battlefield action yet initiated by the
allied forces, but said results were not yet
known.
“There is a high probability of enemy
cfisualties,” the official said, speaking on con
dition of anonymity.
U.S. officials, meanwhile, reported a skir
mish in Saudi Arabia against an Iraqi patrol,
and said prisoners had told interrogators
that round-the-clock bombing was inflicting
severe losses among Iraqi troops in Kuwait.
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We will be interviewing on campus
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
Febuary 11,12 & 13. Look for us at the
Career Fair on Febuary 21.
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worst in people. But some, at the
end of the day, will return to the
privacy of their rooms and reflect
on their behavior with shame.
For the first time they will see
themselves for what they actual
ly are — decadent, depraved and
degenerate.
Several times in his book he
reflects on the fact that the same
students who accuse him of in
tolerance are the ones who try to
shout him down and the ones
who have several times in the
last several years beat him and
called the police to have him
hauled away.
And he’s been doing this for
years. He knows just what to
expect from his crowd. Every
clever comment anyone in the
audience makes is one he had
heard dozens of times before.
You can’t impress him with •
clever comebacks, and you cer
tainly can’t out-bible him.
When he uses hellfire and
brimstone phrases, it is no ner
vous trick of his that he exag
gerates them and accompanies
them with bizarre hand gestures.
It is a deliberate attempt to bait
his audience into mimicking him
— and it almost never fails.
“Unusual voice techniques and
elaborate gestures are especially
helpful. For example, throughout
the afternoon I will often refer to
the eternal home of sinners,” he
says.
‘T h e everlasting LAKE OF
FI-RRR RRRE! A fter several
FI-RRRRRES, the whole crowd

LETTERS
is chanting along. It’s reported
that within a few days of
preaching, the students are
shouting “You’ll bum forever in
the LAKE OF FI-RRRRRRE,”
down their dorm halls. They con
sider it a big joke, but as they
mimic me the fact of this terrible
torment is being impressed on
their minds.”

after in that “new world order”
wherein brotherhood will appear
only after those who differ from
us are dead.
As a citizen, veteran of the
Korean “crisis” and
Cal Poly
faculty member for 23 years, I
feel ashamed that Mr. Shapiro is
a “colleague” on campus. I know
many others who feel the same.

From page 2
time and money, prepare simple
and easy meals. If Bill finds this
difficult have him contact me.
Pam Blumenstein
Home Economics

Killing children
won’t end war

It’s a little disheartening to
realize that all the time I was in
the crowd yelling out clever
phrases and screaming about
“ P R O -M IS K -Y O U -U S W I M M EN!” that as noisy as we were
in the crowd and as indepen
dant-minded as we wanted to
sound, we were just the or
chestra, and Brother Jed was the
conductor.

Richard J. Krejsa
Biological Sciences

Mr. Steve Shapiro believes
that in order “to save civiliza
t i o n ” we mu st “ k i l l the
children,” Iraqi children “not
ours.” (Feb. 4). When he pro
claims that one American
soldier’s life is worth more than
“a hundred thousand Iraqi men,
women and c h i l d r e n , ” he
becomes a willing agent of a cruel
propaganda which demonizes
P r e s i d e n t H u s s e in and
dehumanizes Iraqis and other
Arabs. Shapiro’s genocidal view
of “ winning” is based on the
racist myth that Arabs view life
as less sacred than we do.
Whatever happened to our cove
nant that “all men are created
equal?”
A land war with Iraq will sure
ly result in thousands o f
casualties on both sides. The log
ical extension of Mr. Shapiro’s
“ perfect soldier” argument is to
save American lives by “nuking”
the Iraqis with tactical nuclear
bombs. Then, U.S. “warriors”
could pull out with a clean,
“ su rg ic a l” victory before
Ramadan and live happily ever

B roth er J ed ’s strange
monologues gave me plenty of
opportunity to feel superior. But
in fact, every clever comeback,
every satirical comment, every
biblical objection that the crowd
voiced that day was expected,
prepared for and, indeed, sum
moned forth intentionally by
Brother Jed’s antics.
Students of group behavoir
would be well advised to study
the mobs that gather whenever
Brother Jed speaks. And Jed’s
b(K)k, “Who Will Rise Up?” is
more than just a work of biogra
phy and theology. It ought to be
a required text in any course on
crowd control, sociology and mob
behavior.

U.S. only fights
for some causes
Like many other citizens of
this nation, the government that
my tax dollars support has yet to
make the true reasons for its
military actions clear to me. All
that it has made clear is that it
will fight for the freedom for
some, but not all.
If this war is being fought for
freedom and not for oil, money or
the protection of this nation’s
rich, and if this war is being
fought to free a people from a
government that is ruthless, evil
and murderess, then let’s not br
ing the troops home after the
“liberation of Kuwait” is over.
Let’s send them to Africa and let
the liberation of the motherland
begin.
If America is trying to right a
wrong that Saddam Hussein
committed by forcing the Iraqis
out of Kuwait, then it should do
the same by forcing DeClerk and
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Downtown SLO
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Lawson Bush
Human Development

A poem to help
lighten sadness
In an effort to find some
veritable calm in the stonn, Per
sian and otherwise, I wish to
pass along this wish:
Wishing you and yours —
Comfortable spots in favorite
places,
Overturned leaves and tanglefree laces.
Well-oiled machines.
Soft faded jeans.

,

e to üie
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apartheid out of South Africa.
What could be more wrong than
whites controlling South Africa
and calling it their home?
President Bush is trying to
stetch the ideology of freedom
and justice for all across the
globe when freedom and justice
for all has yet to occur in
America since the Europeans
stole it from the Natives.
I wonder how it is that Presi
dent Bush and the government
can be so moved and disturbed
about the situation in Kuwait
that they would risk the lives of
men, women and children and
spend one billion dollars a day to
combat Saddam Hussein. When
given the same situation in
South Afinca, Bush and the gov
ernment cannot even risk a
chance of losing a few business
deals i f sanction policies were
fully instituted against South
Africa.
Racism is alive and well in the
90s, and our governm ent’s
political choices mirror this.
I f you say to me, “Well, South
Africa is your problem and your
war, you go over there and fight
it,” then I say to you, a war in
the Gulf is your war, bring my
cousin and the rest of the Afri
can-American soldiers home (33
percent of the soldiers involved
in Operation Desert Storm are
African-American).
Peace to the Gods and war to
the devils.

9 :3 0 - 6 . T H U R T I L L 9 . S A T T I L L 5 :3 0

Secret thrills and far away hills,
Misty mountains and champagne
fountains.
A telescope
To focus on hope.
Pockets filled, wine chilled.
A little tea, if you like,
A warm hand, a long hike.

That which gives pleasure —
Enough treasure to measure.
Gifts, not rifts.
Beaches, not breaches.
Happy dogs and burning logs,
Long stem roses and long R.E.M.
dozes.
Anything
but bathtub ring.
Narrow escapes and intriguing
shapes.
Romance
worthy of chance.
Warm rays through milkshake
haze.
Still boats with moonbeam to
spare,
iSme that slips beyond compare.
Thick wool socks and keys for
your locks.
All your holes patched;
No strings attached.
A realization of
unconditional love,
and plenty of soap.

Mark Wingate
Civil Engineering
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Learning to understand yourself,.*
L
HOMOSEXUALITY.

B y A n n e M cM a h o n

ooking at the eight men being gay, most have told only a select
and one woman in this group o f friends and/or family.
Most of them have known it for years,
group, it is hard to guess
but one o f the newest members o f the
what they have in common.
O f the nine, most are stu group has more recently acknowledged
that he is gay.
dents who represent a cross-section
oi
This
newcomer
to the group first “came
majors at Cal Poly—^including business,
out”
less
than
one
year ago, just prior to
biochemistry and engineering.
Once a week they meet in an apartment his graduation from Cal Poly in December.
on the outskirts of San Luis Obispo where At the group’s last meeting he said, “The
their discussion centers on what they have most painful part was trying to under
stand how I could possibly fit into a gay
in common— their homosexuality.
The group meets with a counselor at a world. I’ve always played sports, and I just
scheduled time and place under the didn’t see myself fitting into the stereotypi
cal gay life-style or gay culture.”
auspices of Cal Poly Counseling Services.
He said meeting this group helped him
Confidentiality is critical, and the group
collectively supports and protects each in discover that “what I thought the gay
dividual’s need for privacy. One said that world was just isn’t true.” He began to
much of the time he is “hiding behind lies come to terms with being gay and has
and deceptions,” and in the group he has since confided in his parents.
The group’s counselor commented on
found “a place to go and be honest.”
While many have come to terms with the remarkable progress this newcomer

has made - working through his own
anger, becoming a part of the group and
confiding in his parents - all in a matter of
months.
Tblling his family made him feel much
better because “the anxiety of wondering
whether I would be rejected if they ever
found out was terrible.
“I am from a really close family, and I
was going to divorce myself. I wanted to
move away and get away from them be
cause I didn’t want them ever to find out
... but at the same time I wanted to give

them the benefit of the doubt and give
them a chance to still love me.
“ I still may move away from them. They
insist that I can change and don’t under
stand that this is the way I have always
been.”
See H O M O SEXUALITY, page 7

Anne McMahon is a journalism senior with
a concentration in public relations. This is
her first quarter reporting for Mustang
Daily.

GAY RIGHTS:

... helping others
to understand you
B y D . A . A rviso
ore
than
20
homosexual
organizations exist
in San Luis Obispo
»County. Business
associations, sing-along clubs,
rap groups and support networks
are a few of the types of
organizations that provide
homosexuals with a place to
meet and feel safe. As more peo
ple "come out of the closet,”
homosexual alliances will become
stronger, and gay rights issues
will be heard.
Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals
United (GLBU) meets Tuesdays
on campus to address homosex
ual issues and meet other people.
Members learn about community
e v e n t s , c l u b s and o t h e r
resources.
The formation of GBLU was
not a smooth process. The club
formed in 1973 as the Gay Stu
dent Union (GSU). Associated
Students Inc. sued the Cal Poly
administration after G S U ’s
charter by-laws were rejected.
The case was thrown out of court
and appealed at the state at
torney’s office. The Attorney
General directed the administra
tion to accept GSU’s charter. In
1974 GSU became a chartered

organization.
“W e’re (GLBU) the only club
that had to sue in the CSU
system,” GLBU President Jan
Lopez said. “At UCLA and
Berkeley fine, but at Cal Poly, no
way.”
Homosexuals in San Luis
Obispo have encountered opposi
tion from other organizations as
well.
Although it is against Univer
sity policy to discriminate on the
basis o f sexual preference,
homosexuals are barred from
Reserve Officers’ Training Corp
(ROTC). The ROTC application
asks if a person has “engaged in
sexual activity for sexual gratifi
cation with a person of the same
sex.”
“If they answer yes, they can’t
enter any military service,” Lt.
Col. Sol Garrett said. “That’s
based upon Department o f
Defense policy.”
RO TC documents state
homosexuality “ seriously im 
pairs the accomplishment of the
military mission.” If a homosex
ual lies on the application, he or
she will receive an “other than
honorable” discharge, Garrett
said.

Commanders in the Persian
G ulf do not have time to
discharge known homosexuals,
Lopez said. Gays have been
found out before and after being
stationed in the Gulf. When gays
return from the war they will be
discharged.
“There’ll be a lot o f lawsuits,”
Lopez said. “It’s wrong to say
we can have gays and lesbians
fight the war but can’t have
them (in the military) during
peacetime.”
Soldiers eligible for discharge
are required to continue military
service until the war is over.
According to the Jan. 10 edi
tion of the
a Defense Department
spokesman said the discharge of
known gay personnel may now
be “deferred until they are no
longer needed for the gulf opera
tion.” The
reported
that when several gay reserve
See G A Y R IG H TS, page 6

cle,

San Francisco Chroni

Chronicle

D. A. Arviso is a Journalism
junior with a concentration in
broadcasting. This is her first
quarter reporting for Mustang
Daily.
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GAY RIGHTS
laws is also evident on the national level.
The federal government does not recognize
the rights of homosexual marriages. Gay
couples are not guaranteed the transfer of
all property i f the spouse dies. Nor can

From page 5
personnel told commanders that they are
gay, they resp*)nded that “they must first
be sent to Saudi Arabia, although they
may be discharged when they return
home.”
“If they’re gonna let them (homosex
uals) fight, they should give them a
honorable discharge when they get out,”
said Mark Paz, National Guard drafting
specialist. ‘They might as well kick them
out now.”
Paz, a Cal Poly architecture senior, said
he had nothing against homosexuals, but
they are going to have a rough time in the
military.
“We (soldiers) all eat, sleep, shower and
do everything together like a family,” Paz
said. “No one’s gonna want to shower
with theni (homosexuals).”
“Coming out” is also difficult in oc
cupations outside the military. A liberal
arts or environmental biology major
doesn’t fear rejection as much as a
business or engineering majt r, Lopez said.
homosexuals legally hospitalize a partner
“There’s a fear among many gays that if or visit when only family members are
their employers find out, they will get allowed.
fired or not hired,” said Ray Hatler,
Although gay marriages are not legal,
president of the Business and Professional
some
couples have commitment ceremo
Association, for homosexuals.
nies.
The
ceremony-is a formal announce
Sexual orientation should be included in
more businesses’ anti-discrimination ment of a serious relationship.
But in some states, once a couple is
policies, Hatler said.
committed,
they could be subjected to
Non-recognition of homosexuals in basic

heterosexuals.”
Education can decrease discrimination
everywhere, Lopez said. Courses on
homosexual history and psychology are
needed at Cal Poly, she said.

Broad Streets, Lopez said. Earthling
Bookshop is one of the few stores in town
with a homosexual library. The San Luis
Obispo Gay and Lesbian Alliance
publishes a monthly newsletter with a cir
culation of 500 to suppliment people’s
readings.
Lectures by famous homosexuals is one
way GLBU members hope to bring educa
tion about gay people to Cal Poly. Nine
teen-eighty-four emd 1988 Olympic Gold
Medalist Greg Louganis is one of the
many public figures GLBU hopes to see at
Cal Poly, said the club’s lecture coor
dinator, who asked to be referred to as
“Eric.”
“It’s a chance to show other people that
gay people can do great things,” Eric said.
“There’s a lot o f j)eople out there in
Hollywood living double lives.”
A famous speaker would boost morale in
the gay community, Eric said. It would
help gays feel more comfortable with
themselves.
“I would like to see gays show the same
basic affection that heterosexuals do and
not have to think about it,” Lopez said.
Many organizations cite self-acceptance
and community acceptance of homosex
uals as a common goal.

The Robert E. Kennedy Library has a
few books on homosexuality, but most
gays buy resources at the Earthling
Bookshop on the corner o f Higuera and

Gay rights issues will be addressed
when the war is over, Lopez said. The
fight for gay rights will be heard on all
fronts.

sodomy laws. The laws are enforced in
more than 15 states, Lopez said.
‘Th ey (sodomy laws) are usually used to
convict homosexuals in the South,” Lopez
said. “They are rarely used to convict

“T here’ll be a lot of law suits. It’s wrong to
say w e can have gays and lesbians fight the
w ar but can’t have them (in the m ilitary)
during peacetim e.”
Jan Lopez
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HOMOSEXUALITY
From page 5

He said meeting the members
of the group helped him to see
that his own understanding and
perceptions about homosexuality
and homosexuals had been
limited by the same prejudices
and misconceptions that are
common to much o f society. He
said, “It feels great to know I can
talk about anything in the
group."
His plans to participate on a
gay panel planned for a psychol
ogy class later this month
brought applause from the other
members. <^ e said, “You’ve come
a long way!”
When the group’s counselor,
who requested anonymity to
protect the members, asked him
i f “this is something you really,
really are willing to do at this
point?" he smiled and nodded af
firmatively.
Though the counselor is not
gay himself, he is familiar with
the issues o f gays.
He said, “M y sense, as I have
worked with gay people over the
years, is that the most important
people you can possibly come out
to is your family.
“Once a gay person has that
family support, life changes
somewhat and may be a heck of
a lot better.”
He said that finding out that
a son or a daughter is gay can be
a “great loss to a lot o f families.”
The expectations that their child
would marry and have children
are “suddenly taken away, and it
feels like the family has got some
strange thing in it. The family is
different now.
“ In this group we have had
people doing this (telling family
members) or coming out to other
significant people in their lives,”
the counselor said.
One of the members who had
not yet spoken, said, “I told my
mom last Friday night. I made a
phone call.”
Again there was applause and
smiles from the group. His smile
was evidence that the phone call
had gone well.
Having moved to California a
few years ago from the East
Coast, he said that for a long
time he had been working on two
personal issues - being gay and
the resentment he has from
being raised in what he called a
“dysfunctional family system.”
He had decided to work on the
gay issue first.
He repeated the complete con
versation he had with his
mother. As they listened, the
group enthusiastically shared his
sense o f relief and pride in how
well it had gone.
He said his mother’s first
reaction was, “Oh no!” She then
asked him three questions.

“ I have no choice ... just like I
don’t have any choice who my
parents are, whether I’m male or
female or black or white. I just
have to learn to deal with it, so I
do the best I can because I eryoy
being a happy person.
“The problem is that, general
ly, when I come out to my
straight friends it seems as
though they feel threatened for
some reason and back off, unless
I’ve known them for a great
number of years.
“I have a good friend I’ve
known for about five years, and
he knew me so well that it didn’t
make a difference.
“But with friends that I’ve
only known for, say, less than a
year, generally most o f them
start to withdraw and don’t give
me the same attention — phone
calls, conversations, passing in
the hallways and saying ‘H i’.”
Admittedly, he is most con
cerned by how his homosexuality
might affect his career in what
he calls a “macho major.”
He said that it will be an issue
for him when he begins to int'^rview for a job and that his big
gest concern is, “coming out to
people in my profession, possibly
burning bridges before I even get
to the bridge itself. I don’t want
to take that chance.”
you stay single?”
He said he has been talking
He told her, “I want more out
about this issue with the group’s
of life. I’m almost 30 years old
counselor for years and that his
now, I hope to be about 90 years
concerns about being integrated
old before I die.
into his field has been a major
“ It’s one-third over, oneproblem for him.
third’s gone. Each year, once it’s
The only woman in the group
done, it’s gone. Another year. It’s
said she has noticed how much
just too short, and I want more
more comfortable he has become
out of life.”
in certain situations.
His mother answered, “Yeah, I
She said that he used to be
think you do.”
really “paranoid” if, when he was
He was happy and obviously
with friends from his major,
relieved that his mother seemed
someone who is gay would stop
to understand. He said, “I’m
to say hi.
surprised. I expected her to be
The counselor agreed and
really judgmental and harsh or
said, “The growth in him has
to not even take me seriously.
been just unbelievable,” and that
“I felt really good, I main
the growth in all the members of
tained through the whole thing
the group has been excellent.
... didn’t fa ll into feeling
The engineering major said,
ashamed or guilty or anything. I
“That’s why we call it a support
group.”
was really concerned about that.
“ I waited all this time, and
For the group in general, and
was in preparation - seeing a
the lone woman and one other
psychologist, reading books and
member more specifically,
all - to be able to address it
religious beliefs have been a big
without fa llin g into feelin g
issue. Both were at one time mis
sionaries.
ashamed o f myself.”
'The fear o f rejection is some
Many churches condemn
thing that all o f these people
homosexuality, others accept
homosexuals i f they are celibate,
have to deal with at some time.
and some are more liberal about
Another member o f the group,
accepting homosexuals and
who is an engineering senior at
homosexual behavior.
Cal Poly, is the most vocal about
The counselor said, “It is very
his fears of rejection, though he
tough to be rejected by the
says he is becom ing less
religion o f your youth.
paranoid.
“Tb be raised in a world of
“We tend to evaluate oursel
religious
philosophy and then
ves a lot more because we are
See
HOMOSEXUALITY,
page 8
different.

The first was, “Can you
change?”
He told her that he had been
seeing a psychologist about that
for years, and that he has come
to the point where he is comfort
able with his homosexuality.
Her next question was, “Is it
right?”
His reply to her was, “Tve
come to know some people in
California since I’ ^e been here,
and they tell me that they think
I am a good person.”
Her last question was, “Can

The most painful part
was trying to
understand how I
could possibly fit into a
gay world.

-Newcomer
to group
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suddenly find out that the
church has no place for them especially i f they were raised in
one of those churches that is not
willing to accept them unless
they change - is very difficult be
cause they still believe as much
as the others but are now on the
outside.”
The woman said it was par
ticularly difficult for her to be
rejected by her church because it
was the religion of her own
choosing and not one dictated by
her family.
She was involved with a fun
damentalist Christian church
which she said, “teaches love and
acceptance.”
She understands the conflict
her homosexuality has created
for some of her friends in the
church.
“Friends who know me really
value who I am as a f>erson and
say to themselves that, ‘it
shouldn’t matter that she is gay
because she is the same person
we have always loved’,” she said.
“But,” she said, “they also
have great concerns because of
their belief systems that I am
going to go to hell, so out of love
for me they want me to change.
“ I understand where their
conflict is coming from, but be
cause of that they won’t accept
me as being gay and won’t sup
port me in it.”
In this group she and the

other members aro able to find
the support that is lacking in
other areas of their lives.
For some these meetings
provide the only opportunity
they have to confide in others,
while other members are more
openly active in gay organiza
tions such as the Gays, Lesbians
and Bisexuals United.
One of the members said that
statistically there should be
about 4,000 to 5,000 gays in the
San Luis Obispo area.
“But you don’t see them be
cause they are closeted,” he said.
This member had first joined
the group two years ago but did
not stay with it because he was
not able to integrate it into his
life, lie said at that time he was
more comfortable with what he
then called his “real friends” his straight friends.
He has since realized that
being gay was something he
could not separate from the rest
of his life.
It would be hard to overes
timate how important this group
has become to its members who
have been advocates for each
other’s introspection and self-dis
covery. Their combined efforts
have helped them to find hope
and humor in each one’s ex
periences.
Anyone who would like infor
mation about the groups that
meet through Cal Poly Counsel
ing Services may call 756-2511.

Local gun enthusiasts shoot
‘pigeons’ at trapshoot range
By Amy Alonso
StaH WrHer

About 3,000 “pigeons” are
gunned down each week just
north of Cuesta College on U.S.
Highway 1. While some people
enjoy playing baseball, going
to the beach or just reading a
book, others enjoy shooting
pigeons.
These pigeons don’t have
wings, feathers or beaks. They
are made out of clay and are
shaped like small 3Vi-inch
saucers.
Clay pigeons are used as
moving targets at the San Luis
Obispo Sportsman Associa
tio n ’ s trapshoot range.
Automatic throwing machines,
holding as many as 400
pigeons, pitch the “birdies”
out at different speeds and
patterns for the waiting trapshooter.
The throwing machines are
located in “trap houses,” 16 to
27 yards in front of the trapshooters. Groups of as many as
five can shoot during each
round at each of the two “trap
houses.” Each person gets a
shot at 25 pigeons per round.
Activities at the range are

SDimr CODNTRV102
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run by volunteers Dan Peter
son and his son Eric, who are
both members of the San Luis
Obispo Sportsman Associa
tion. Peterson said he volun
teered two years ago when the
program first began because he
really enjoys trapshooting.
The range is open for regular
shooting practice on Tuesday
and Sunday afternoons, and
op>en Thursday evenings for
different trapshooting games.
Peterson said about one-third
of the trapshooters on Thurs
day nights and Sunday after
noons are Cal Poly students.
“Members seem to eryoy
having students come out to
the range,” said Peterson.
“They are a fun group to shoot
with.”
The association has made a
special deal with students,
allowing them to shoot for the
membership price of $3 a
round. The association also
opens up the range for clubs,
such as the Crops Club, who
wish to hold trapshooting
tournaments.
Agribusiness senior Allan
Crum said he shoots at the

range once or twice a month.
“ It’s a good stress release for
me,” he said. “I enjoy going
out to the range because I
don’t get much of a chance to
hunt while I’m at school like I
do while I’m at home.
“Thursday night games are a
good time,” Crum said. “They
are a little more challenging,
and you can win some money.”
Games are played with as
many people at one time who
want to participate.
The Annie Oakley Shoot is
one of the more popular games
Peterson said. Everybody lines
up and and tries to eliminate
each other by hitting the
pigeon thrown for them and
hitting the pigeons missed by
the person standing next to
them. The person left at the
end who isn’t eliminated wins
the pot.
“ Students in terested in
trapshooting or learning to
trapshoot should head out to
the range.” There are always
members out there who are
happy to help,” Crum said.
No special hunting license is
required to trapshoot at the
range.

FACTS ABOUT YOUR PEERS
FACT: Over 55 California students managed their own business last
summer
FACT: Their average earnings for me summer of 1990 were $10,700
FACT: They continued to prove a decade long track record in business
FACT: These students all managed with Student Painters and gained
valuable management expertise.
FACT: Most territories will be filled by November

'

Management hiring now taking place for the sumnter of 1991

and

Call Student Painters at 1-800-426-6441

PRESENTS
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Country Countdown Drink Specials starting at 9 om

Lunch
Dinner
Cocktails

Entertainment
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Nightly

Test Your B ^ t! C
Classes Farming Now.*
Call 1-800-273-TEST for more information
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J L Take Kaplan O r Take Your Chances
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Softball drops four
of six on roadtrip
□ Poly can’t maintain leads In three games.
By Cyndi Smith

Sfitof staff wm>f----------

The Cal Poly softball team
lost four games on a six-game
roadtrip last weekend after
holding leads in three o f the
losses.
“Overall, we played less than
satisfactory,” H ead Coach
Lisa Boyer said. “There are a
lot of things we need to finetune on, like leaving runners
on base and (our pitchers)
allowing too many walks,”
The Mustangs, 3-5, left nine
runners on base in one game
against Santa Clara and allow
ed 18 walks on the roadtrip.
On Friday, the team split a
double-header at the Universi
ty of the Pacific. Cal Poly won
the first game 3-1.
Lisa Johnson pitched all
seven innings, allowing four
hits and striking out two. Hits
by Cheryl Lutes, Kim Famum
and Kim Schott —• three of the
four Cal Poly hits in the entire
game — produced all Mustang
runs in the sixth inning. Steffanie Adams had the other hit.
In the second game. Poly
lost 5-4 in 10 innings after tak
ing a 4-3 lead in the top of the
10th. The Mustangs led 3-0 in
the bottom of the seventh inn
ing, but UOP tied the game
with three hits and two walks.
Pitcher Julie Rome started the
game and went seven innings,
striking out 12 and allowing
three runs, three hits and four
walks. Michelle Sorci replaced
Rome in the eighth inning and
took the loss after allowing
two runs, one hit and two
walks. Schott had two hits in
the game, and Julie Grennan
had two doubles. Adams had
one hit and two RBIs.
In Davis on Saturday, the
Mustangs lost two to UC
Davis, 6-4 and 4-0. In the first
game. Cal Poly led 4-0 in the
bottom of the fifth inning, but

Davis came back with one run
in the fifth and five in the
sixth. Laura Fawcett went five
innings, allowing one run, four
hits and three walks, lis a
Johnson relieved Fawcett in in
the sixth and allowed three
runs and four walks. Rome
then replaced Johnson in the
sixth and gave up two runs
and one walk.
In the second game, Davis
scored once in the second inn
ing on a walk, a sacrifice and a
double, and three times in the
third with three hits and three
stolen bases. Sorci went the
full seven innings, striking out
two and giving up four runs,
five hits and one walk.
The Mustangs split another
double-header in Santa Clara
on Sunday. They won the first
game, 3-1. Poly scored two
runs in the third inning when
Stephanie Tidwell singled,
Denise Baile y sacrificed,
Christy Punches singled and
Schott reached on an error.
The third Mustang run came in
the seventh, when Lutes walk
ed, Alison Murray singled and
Santa Clara committed an er
ror on an Adams hit. Pitcher
Tricia Waayers picked up the
win in her first collegiate ap
pearance, striking out two
while giving up one run, four
hits and three walks.
Santa Clara came from
behind to win the second game,
3-2. Cal Poly led 2-0 in the bot
tom of the fourth, when a San
ta Clara double and triple tied
the game. In the fifth inning,
Santa Clara took the lead with
two singles and a stolen base.
Rome started on the mound
and struck out eight in 3K3 inn
ings. She gave up two runs and
four hits. Sorci relieved Rome
in the middle of the fourth and
pitched the rest o f the game,
striking out one and allowing
one run and two hits.
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Poly beats Hornets in 9th, 9-8
By Amy Reardon
Staff Writer

Things didn’t look good for the
Cal Poly baseball team, who
went up against undefeated
Sacramento State Sunday.
The Mustangs, in the midst of
a four-game losing streak, were
trailing the Division I Sacramen
to team 8-6 entering the bottom
of the ninth.
One of their top returners,
senior outfielder Drew Herron
was knocked out early in the
game with a hand injury.
Then, in a dramatic turn of
events, the Mustangs came back
with a trio of runs in the bottom
of the ninth to win 9-8.
“This win sure gives us a lot of
confidence,” said Head Coach
Steve McFarland.
Sacramento State had defeated
the UC Santa Barbara Gauchos
earlier this season while Cal Poly
fell to the Gauchos just last
week.
According to McFarland, Cal
Poly’s victory Sunday was more

significant than Sacramento’s
loss.
Early on, things looked good
for Poly. Junior pitcher Chal
Fanning carried a no hitter
through 5 1/3 innings. He was
relieved in the middle of the sixth
by junior Paul Souza.
The Hornets, however, earned
four runs in the eighth to take a
8-5 lead.
With two out in the eighth,
senior Jon Ifland came in. Ifland,
who was looked to be the team’s
ace this year, had so far this
season been sidelined with a
shoulder injury. McFarland said
he is using Ifland for short relief
until his arm is fully recovered.
In the top of the ninth, junior
Rob DeMarco stepped in for an
inning of scoreless relief. The
Mustangs, trailing by two, pulled
off the victory with three singles,
a walk, a hit batsman and a sac
rifice.
With the bases loaded, first
baseman senior Jason
Pokrzywinski knocked a game
winning, pinch-hit single through
the right side of the infield.

Outfielder Juan Rojo scored
the winning run on Pokrzywinski’s hit.
Sacramento State’s Trevor
Rodgers took the Hornets’ first
loss this season.
Outfielder Doug O’Neill and
catcher Jared Snyder each went
2-for-3 for the Mustangs. Soph
omore second baseman Sal Car
dinale was 2-for-4 with 1 RBI.
“After the last three days
(losses to eS U Stanislaus and
UCSB), it could have been easy
for us to be lazy and give up. But
we came back,” McFarland said.
H e sa id t h e w in o v e r
Sacramento State will give the
team some much-needed con
fidence. The victory brings the
Mustangs season record to 2-4.
Cal Poly was ranked 10th na
tionally in a 1991 NCAA Div. II
preseason poll published in Col
legiate Baseball Magazine. The
Mustangs will challenge Sonoma
State (ranked 18th in the same
poll) at home on Thursday.
Cal Poly will host four gameu
against the University of Utah
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Men’s gymnastics club tops school record
finished second on the pommel
horse.
Eagen said the overall, the
They could have folded, but club couldn’t have done better.
“We were all motivated and
the Cal Poly Men’s Gymnastics
Club survived the loss o f Head very energetic going into the
Coach Tim Rivera this year to meet,” Eagen said. “We were
kick off what club members call even missing one of our best
gymnasts (senior Corey Couch,
their “best season ever.”
The Mustangs took top all- who wasn’t at the meet for per
around places in a meet Satur sonal reasons).”
Since Rivera left Cal Poly last
day night against the Sacramen
to State Hornets and the UC year, the gymnasts have taken
Davis Aggies and shattered Cal over managing and coaching
Poly’s school record by seven duties themselves.
points to win the competition.
“All o f us do 90 percent o f the
Sophomore Gary Vanetsky scheduling of meets and plane
tore up the meet, winning four of flights,” Eagen said, adding that
the six events. Vanetsky also the club is individually as well as
won the all-around competition team motivated. “We do jt all
with a 49.5, as well as the floor ourselves.”
exercise with a 9.6. Senior Lance
Eagen said Steve Norby, an
Eagen followed close behind on ex-gymnast from UC Davis who
floor with a 9.2 and finished works in Los Osos, sometimes
third all-around with a 44.2,
helps coach the team.
Ken Paquette, a senior, took
Two weeks ago the club took a
third on vault scoring an 8.8, trip to Hamson, Va. to compete
while freshman Dave Lockhart in the Shenendoah Invitational,

By Karen Travis

Staff Writer

held at James Madison Univer
sity.
Paquette said everyone was
pleased with the club’s perfor
mance, even though they came in
fifth place.
“We went against all Division
I schools,” he said. “We did really
well considering we were the
only Division II school at the
meet, not to mention the only
club.” Four Cal Poly gymnasts
qualified for finals in that meet.
The Mustangs are kxrking for
ward to their next home meet
March 2 against Sacramento
State, UC Davis and the Univer
sity of Austin, Thxas. The meet
will begin at 7 p.m. in Crandall
Gym.

B A N TJ HEOWN YE ^ Lt CEO RM SP A N Y

Two Great Jewelry Stores,
One Great Valentine's Sale
20'} ■50'} Off
EVERYTHING
Through \'ali'ntinc’s Day

(uestaQnyon
S A N

L U I S

O B I S P O

offers

S p ecial R ates
Tor P arents!
A llc e n t«« ol Gold's Gym EnUrprItss Inc.

Bring in your sweetheart
and you both

GET 50% OFF!*
3546 S. Higuera , SLO
•

541-5180

Depends on type of membership
Offer expires 2/28/91

• Close to Cat Poly
• Complimentary Continental
Breakfast
• Restaurant / Lt^n g e
• Meeting Facility
1600 Monterey St.
(8ÙS S44-S600
(800) 822-8601
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SCIENCE & AG
From page 3

agriculture involved. The School
of Liberal Arts has been asked to
help preserve the history' of the
ranch and some of the Indian ar
tifacts on it. Architecture stu
dents will be helping to develop a
master plan and design some
new buildings on the property.
Right now there is lodging for
about 30 people, Rathbiin said.
/Jx)ut 50 acres of the ranch is
marshland that could be used as
a study area for the biology
department.
Smith wants to expose all the
different opportunities the ranch
has to offer. “F ? has a strong
desire to see that current and fu
ture students of Cal Poly have
many of the leam-by-doing op
portunities which he enjoyed as a
student,” Rathbun said.
Smith purchased his first 412
acres of the ranch when he was
still a student in 1943. By 1978

he had the full 3,200 acres.
In 1975, Smith retired and
sold his chain of Orchard Supply
Hardware stores that he had
developed. He spends most of his
time at the ranch, where ha has
a house, working with students.
Smith spends most of his time,
however, at his home in Los
Gatos.
The ranch is split ” p into
1,500 acres of forest, 1,500 acres
of rangeland and 200 acres of
cropland. Artichokes, Brussels
sprouts, oat hay and certified
farming seed are some of the
crops planted right now. A
cow/calf operation is in progress
on the rangeland and the first
timber was harvested from the
forestland last year.
Work on the ranch is done by
Cal Poly students. While at this
time there is only room for eight
interns p>er quarter, it eventually
will increase, Rathbun said.
Scott Robinson, a natural

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTIMA 38:
W/J DURASOFT 2 DAILY WEAR
W/J DURASOFT 3 EXTENDED WEAR

$23.50/ea.
$22.50/ea.
$27.00/ea.

VARIOUS BRANDS AVAILABLE
PLEASE CALL 349-3409 • 216 W. MAIN ST., SANTA MARIA

London Study Program
Summer Quarter 1991
June 28.1991

August 19.1991

Information Meeting:
11 ;00 a.m. College Hour
Thurs.. Feb. 14, U.U. 220

Students interested in related Soviet
Tour should attend.

resources management senior,
spent last spring and summer
serving an internship on the
ranch. He spent the first six
weeks doing general farm work
and the rest of the time carrying
out forestry assignments. He
helped in the first timber harvest
o f the ranch. Robinson also
worked on his senior project, con
trolling the Tan Oak trees on the
ranch. “Tan Oak is a problem be
cause of its low value and the
fact that it inhibits the growth of
redwoods which are very high in
value,” Robinson said.
“I can see Swanton Pacific be
coming an important part o f Cal
Poly’s curriculum,” said Robin
son. “ It holds opportunities that
could benefit a lot o f different
departments.”
Robinson received units for
the internship and was paid $5
and hour, which he said was
pretty good considering they
sometimes worked up to 11 hour
a day. Along with another
forestry intern, Robinson stayed
in a house on the ranch.
“A1 Smith is a real generous
guy and he loves having students
up there.” W e got to know him
real well and spent a lot o f time
up at his house with him at night
— Monday Night Football at his
house was a must,“ Robinson
said.
Robinson was among the first
students who got to engineer the
one-third scale operating steam
railroad located on the ranch, the
trains were made in 1915 for the
World’s Fair. Smith has also
donated these three steam en
gines to Cal Poly. Two miles of
track out of the four planned for
nov'
in use.
Rathbun said “we plan to ex
hibit one o f the steam engines at
the 1991 Rail Fair in Sacramento
in early May.
Starting in March, Rathbun
hopes to have a trip to Swemton
Pacific the first weekend of every
month, the trips would be open
to ail students for $2 to $3 dol
lars. “It would be part o f an
evolving plan to get activities
started at the ranch,” Rathbun
said.
More than 100 students and
faculty from the School O f

zre

I
MEREDITH REHRMAN/Mustang Daily

Cal Poly’s Swanton Pacific Ranch , located along the Pacific Ocean
in Santa Cruz, lets students learn about ranching.
Agriculture took part in such a
trip last weekend. “ It was
designed to be a fun work day,”
Rathbun said. Each student was
asked to put in a couple o f hours
o f light farm work, such as fer
tilizing thè artichokes or helping
to take down an old fence. They
had the rest o f the day free to

tour the ranch, ride the train,
hike down trails and eat ribs at a
barbecue.
“M y goal in putting this
acreage together is to preserve it
as such and to share it now and
into the future with people who
will appreciate and profit from
the experience,” Smith said.

"Only the Very Best in Flowers

Valentine's Day Special

Craft
Center
Air Brushing Personalized T-Shirts

for your Valentine"

C ra m e r s S low er Shop
Rick and Barbara Collins

from the

ONE MILE SOUTH
OF MADONNA ROAD

3191 SO HIGUERA
SAN LUIS OBISPO
CALIFORNIA 93401
805 543 0887

WE RE PROUD OF OUR HERITAGE

\

February 13 & 14 10:00am-3:00pm

’• • i l l , ’.<>
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COPIES EVERYDAY
Discover the details at

In The U.U. Plaza

I r r m u i/ a M
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850 Foothill • University Square
541- COPY
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From page 1

so it’s important to keep them
healthy,” Bennett said. “Just
for safety purposes, its neces
sary to avoid injuries.”
Overman offered a map
detailing where the con
centrated watering areas are.
The green areas focused in and
around the athletic fields on
the east side of campus and
around the dorms.
“Our first priority is the
fields because they are part of
the facilities for classrooms,”
Offerman said. “They are used
all day, five days a week.” He
also said that each dorm has
one lawn left relatively green.
The ever-decreasing water
supply o f Whale Rock reservoir
in Cayucos, which feeds Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo and the
California Men’s Colony, can be
blamed for the dying lawns,
said lead groundsworker Tom
May.
May seiid that the water
shortage has propelled the
groundsworkers to use alterna
tive ways o f landscape manage
ment requiring minimal water.

Unlike the old irrigation con
trollers, the new timers allow
watering at various parts of the
day so the water can get to the
roots o f trees and shrubs. Lowvolume sprinklers also have
been installed.
“Those sprinklers allow a
lower volume o f water over a
longer period of time,” May
said. “This lets the water have
a better chance of sinking down
to the roots.”
Mead said that bark chips
and berms around trees will be
other landscape management
methods used in upcoming
months. A tight budget and the
looming cuts o f the next fiscal
year, however, could intensify
conservation efforts. Mead
said.
“Our operating budget is
low, and in the last five years
it’s getting lower and lower,” he
said. “We just make do with
what we have.”
“We just hope for some
rain,” Mead said. “We’ve been
hoping for five years for rain.”
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MEETING THURS 11 AM BLDG.52-B5
SPEAKER THIS WEEK-JOIN USMI
MARK LYNCH FROM CHEVRON

*GOLDEN KEY*

All members invited to UCSB's
conf;Meet Wed. Feb.13 6pm UU216

COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS

General Meeting GUEST SPEAKERI
Wed. Feb.13 7om UU218

TEACHERS’

community wants and then try
to give them those services,”
Watson said. “A lot of people
want to use the system for school
or work but can’t because it
doesn’t meet their needs.”
Several students spoke at the
meeting. Many said the busses
are often late, making students
late for class. One said people
are “treated like cattle.”
Students said the busses are
always packed and often pass by
stops i f the busses already full.
Caron Bukowski, a SLO resi
dent, agreed.
“Busses coming
and going to Cal Poly are so
packed you can’t even get on
sometimes,” she said.
Bukowski said some routes
should be doubled to pick up pas
sengers every 30 minutes. She
said on som.e routes, busses
make stops at hour intervals.
“I f you miss the bus by five
minutes, you have to wait a
whole hour to catch the next
one,” Bukowski said.
Watson
said after the committee finds
out about the needs of the city, it
can put money in that direction.

■ Adviser says Poly teaches 'mens studies.’
By Anne McMahon
Staff Writer

Since September, Poly’s cur
riculum has had a new feature
— a women’s studies minor.
It was designed to provide
students with an understand
ing of women’s contri’outions to
various areas of human life,
and women’s place in history
and society.
In response to questions
concerning the need for such a
program, W illi Coleman, one of
the program’s faculty advisers,
said “The progfram is legitimate
because all of what we teach
has been men’s studies.
“I challenge them to spend
one week in any classroom, on
any campus and to listen to the
lectures that are given.”

SOCIETY MTG WED FEB13 DEX 228
7PM ‘ STUDENT TEACHER PANEL*
BRING QUESTIONS ALL WELCOMEII
ASH WEDNESDAY MASS
CHUMASH FEB.13 6PM
ALL WELCOME 543-4105 FOR INFO.

Klllllllllllll

ALCOHOLIC S A & V m OU S
HEALTH CENTER 11:00 THURS.
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
"A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

ATTN STUDENT”
VOLUNTEERS
Submit your application for
GM/Pres. volunteer Spirit Award
Deadline for application
Mon Feb. 35
App's available at UU 217 x2476
DISTINGUISHED FACULTY SERVICE
& LEARNING AWARD
SCS HAS NOMINATION FORMS AVAIL.
FOR STUDENTS/STAFF INTERESTED
IN RECOGNIZING AN OUTSTANDING
FACULTY MEMBER WHO PROMOTES
STUDENT LEARNING THROUGH
VOLUNTEER SERVICE. PICK UP
APPLICATIONS IN UU217-DUE 3/1

ENGINEERS!!!

EIT REVIEW MANUALS ARE NOW
BEING SOLD BY THE ASME DURING
THE MTGS. THURS 11 AM RM.52.E-27
$25 FOR MEMBERS. $30 FOR NON

FIDDLER ON
THE ROOF
A Magical Blending o f
Music, Dance & Hum or
Cal Poly Theatre
Feb.2S, Mar.1&2
Tlx at Theatre Box Office

Fmpioymdnt

to « t ÖCFound

FOR VALENTINE’S DAY
personalized AIRBRUSH t-shirts
Wed. & Thur.
UU plaza
10 to 3pm
CRAFT CENTER X1266
For more info.

LOST-THERMO BOOK w/TABS IN ENG.
WEST BLDG.21 ON TUES 1/31/91
‘ REWARD* NO??’s PATTI 543-3908

GIVE LIFE!
GIVE BLOOD!
Thursday, February 14 9am-2pm
Chumash Auditorium
SHAC sponsored Blood Drive
.-REE slice of pizza coupons!

United

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040 - $59,230
Call (1)805-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
for current Federal list.

WANTED 100 PEOPLE
Lose 10-29 lbs in 30 days
all natural.Nationally Televised
1-800-347-7584

GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040-59,230/yr.
Call (1|805-687-6000 Ext.R-10081
for current federal list.

LOOK!!!

MUSTANG DAILY HAS A NEW
SYSTEM! A BOX LIKE THIS WILL
ONLY COST $2.00 MORE PER DAY!
GET MORE ATTENTION FOR YOUR $

MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIEDS

Bus Student will do Tax Returns
Lorraine 543-2790

HAS A CONVENIENT DROP BOX
LOCATED AT THE U.U. INFO DESK.
THE ADS WILL BE PICKED UP EACH
DAY AT 10AM

JANISE MOBILE AUTO REPAIR
25YRS EXP WHY PAY MORE 5445380

MUSTANG DAILY CONGRATULATES

Word Processing

LISA BONINO&
JON SIEPMANN

PAPER CHAbc WORD PROCESSING
5 YRS EXP - CALL KAREN 544-2692

SUPPORT THE SOLDIERS
Yellow Riuoons 50cents in UU MWF
All donations will provide carepackages to soldiers.

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
SERVICE

WINNERS OF THE CLASSIFIED
VALENTINES DAY DRAWING!

MIKETHANKS FOR ALL YOUR HELP 2/7
WHEN I HAD THE "LITTLE” WIPE-OUT
W /M Y BIKE. I REALLY APPREC
IATED m TAMMI

Zeta OmegasKROP loves you!
GET PSYCHED!!!!

ZTA ABRAHAM

YOU ARE ONE FABULOUS OMEGA!
LOVE YBS OUNCE

Fieio Teenniaans neeoeo 3-6
months at Research Farm in valley
Full time, variable start dates.
Excellent opportunity to gain
experience in agriculture and
research. Contact Dr Chuck Doty,
ICI Americas,498 N.Mariposa,
Visalia, CA. 93277, 209-747-0713

LOST: PEARL IN GOLD TEARSHAPED
SETTING,REWARD. JEAN-528-4094.

Effective resumes written by a
marketing communications profes
sional wrra can capitalize on your
skills and get those interviews!
773-1615

R&R Word Processing (Rons), 5442591, RATES REDUCED! 15 yrs.exp.

STICKY FINGERS WORD PROCESSING
CALLDAYNA AT 544-1417

Ä iliiÄ iiÖ ifiiii
KNOW AUTOCAD EARN $$$
CALL COMPUCAD 541-2184

SVJPtR UEROES WEAR ^
SNOW PANTS ^
■'

Coleman, the coordinator for
the Center for Women and Eth
nic Issues at Poly, said that
traditional teaching suggests
that women have had no part
in creating American culture,
which she said is “an incorrect,
if not totally biased, view of
American culture.”
The program has more than
a dozen faculty advisers. They
represent several departments
including English, social
science, political science, his
tory and psychology and
human development.
Some of the classes to be of
fe r e d n ex t q u a r t e r are:
Psychology o f Women (Psy
314), Human Cultural Adapta
tion (Ant 360), Women Writers
(Engl 345) and Sociology of Sex
Roles (Soc 311).

For Salo

Announbciments

WANTED: VW&GHIA PARTS
I NEED A SPEEDOMETER, TRIM
PIECES AND INTERIOR PARTS.
CALL LEE @ 544-2498 OR
756-1143
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Women’s studies minor
to help correct old bias
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IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING
A RESIDENT.ADVISOR IN ONE OF THE
CAL POLY RESIDENCE HALLS. JOIN US
AT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION SESSIONS:
FFEBRUARY 11
7 PM FREMONT HALL
9 PM TRINITY HALL

MAC PLUS, USED ONCE. IMAGEWR.TER
II, NEVER USED. SOFTWARE.
COVERS. BEST OFFER 545-8163
ROWING MACHINE,PRECOR LIKE NEW
$150. ALSO, EXERCISE BIKE.SCHWiNN
RESISTANCE&TIMER.EXCELLENTCOND
$150 466-6434 EVES.

Bicycles
SPECIALkED ROCKCOMBO BIk E
GREAT COND LOTS OF XTRAS
$350 549 9568 MUST SEE

Roommates

vs*

••

s

FEMALE
ROOMMATE

FEBRUARY 12
7 PM YOSFMITE HALL
9 PM SEQUOIA HALL

ROBERTA AND LYNN NEED 2 GIRLS
TO HAVE THEIR OWN ROOM IN A
GREAT HOUSE NEAR POLY! $263.00

CALL 541-3508
FEMALE RMATE

FBRUARY 13
7 PM MUIR HALL
9 PM TRINITY HALL

NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM
IN BEAUT IFUL, SPACIOUS HOUSE
CLOSE TO POLY

LAST CHANCE SESSION
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27
7 PM SIERRA MADRE HALL
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE
INFORMATION,
CALL THE RESIDENT STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT OFFICE AT 756-5600.____________
Spend a great summer in the
High Sierras working with
children. Walton's Grizzly Lodge
Summer Camp is interviewing in
your area for counseling pos
itions. Wnte Bob Stein 4009
Sii-ridan Ct. Auburn CA. 95603

CALL 541-9531
Leave Message

Female Roommate WANTED To Share
room in tow n House Close to
Poly.210/mon. ♦ Utilities.
No Sm oking or Pets. 545-8048
Lg Room in house Laguna Lake
$310+Util Cindy 543-7827
M/F OWN ROOM
$280 546 8563
ROOM AVAILABLE $300 MONTH
WASHER/DRYER;PETS OK 544 3034

lii
CREDIT AT FANNY WRAPPER IN SLO
WILL SELL AT DISCOUNT 544-5248

SHARE ROOM (MALE)
IN BIG HOUSE NEAR
POLY 545-8071

LIFEGUARDS
The City o f M orro Bay taking

WE NEED A RMMTE FOR SPRING QTR
SHARE A 2 BDRM APT WITH 3 GUYS
ON CA BLVD-WALK TO POLY
$235/MO. ind. water 545-0667

applications for 1991 summ er
season beach lifeguards—life
guarding classes available at
Sinshlemar pool~Am erican Red
Cross, First aid & CPR classes.
A pplications can be obtained
from the C ity o f Morro Bay
Personnel Office 595 Harbor M.B.
Questions call M.B. Harbor
Patrol 772-1214 ext.241

LDOKS L\VE WtU. OF COOPS

A

REAL JOB

m STUPtNOOOS
MAM.'

m

Rental Housing
2 BDRM APTS.
UTIL. PAID
$700/MO.
61 BROAD
544-7772
ROOM FOR RENT-lovely Laguna Lk
home, own room or share $3l5/25'>
Fern., avail, immed. 543-1519

zipptR's
TO GET

STVJCKl \F

EMEWHE

STAKt5 AkQONDl
m rckm

me

'

SLO 2BRM 2FUL BATH WASHER/DRY
FRIG, 2CARGR $900/MO 1-659-0934

IRorWi'-

:¡x *Íík Á*^‘V;Í

11 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES 4 CONDOS FOR
SALE IN SLO, CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370. FARRELL SMYTH R/E.
BEST PRICED CONDOS 4 HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS.
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBISPO
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BELLACK
From page 1
“There are not many oppor
tunities to hear from speakers
like Mr. Bellack,” she said.
Bellack said he enjoys speak
ing on college and university
campuses but that being at Cal
Poly is special.
“This is like a homecoming to
me,” he said.
Bellack, a 1963 Cal Poly {p"aduate, was one of the first with a
four-year degree in business ad
ministration.
“ Back then the business
department was the ‘new kid on

the block,’ ” he said.
His 24-year career is a mix of
advertising, public relations and
marketing experience. He has
worked with Raytheon, GTE,
B u si n es s l a n d and F u j i t s u
Business Communications. He is
currently chairman o f TFB/
BBDO in Palo Alto.
Bellack explained how com
panies are losing differentiation
in their products.
“This is what some pieople call
the ‘decade of dissuppeuring ad
vantages,’ ” he said.
“Products have shorter life cy
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cles, and there are more generic
products in the industry. The
challenge to business marketers
is to find differences in the pro
ducts and make these differences
known.”
Bellack stressed the impor
tance of adding personality to
products when marketing them.
“Advertisers should look long
and hard at a company for a cen
tral theme to build a personality
for that company,” he said.
“They should listen to their
markets and take advantage of
the competition.”

Using Apple Computers as an
example, Bellack explained how
technical buyers make marketing
some products difficult.
“Technical buyers look beyond
the product to see how stable the
company really is and what
qualitiy of service it gives,” he
said. “The trick is to make the
product look bigger than it really
is.”
Bellack said this is how Apple
Computers t(X)k advantage of
IBM, by offering user-friendly
computers. “This was a risky
strategy, but people really liked

the warm ‘Apple image.’ ”
At the end of the lecture,
Bellack offered advice to those
entering the business world.
“Don’t grow up all the way,”
he said. “When people grow up,
they tend to take themselves too
serious and get too stuffy.”
He said work becomes so im
portant sometimes that p>eople
feel they can’t afford to be
wrong, and they stop asking
questions.
“It is a childlike trait to ask
questions,” he said. ‘T h e most
creative people are children.”

will be two presentations on Fri
day. The first will be concerning
the emerging role of women in
the construction industry and
the second will look at some of
the unique problems women face,
said Rodger. “We welcome all
women who would like to at
tend.”
One of the panelists for the
presentations set for Friday will
be Cal Poly graduate Cindy
Olsen.
“I have worked for the Hensel
Phelps Construction Company

since I graduated from the con
struction management program
at Cal Poly in June of ’89,” she
said.
Olsen said that she has been on
several different projects as an
engineer in the field and the of
fice and added that most of her
time was spent working as a field
engineer on two state prisons in
the Central Valley.
“I think the forum will be a
great opportunity for women in
construction to find out what it
is like out there,” Olsen said.

shoot these rifles,” Earley said.
“Everybody has the same chan
ces of winning.”
Instruction and supervision
will be provided by ROTC cadets
staffing the event.
“It’s real easy, so if a novice
shooter wanted to try their luck,
they could have a lot of fun.” said
Cpt. Dave Singleton, assistant
professor of military science.
“The top shooter every hour
wins a box o f candy,” he said.
“The top shooter o f the day will
win a large flower arrangement,
donated by Cal Poly Plant and

Floral.
Singleton said the best time to
come is in the morning because
usually there are not that many
shooters.
“You have better chances of
winning top shooter of the hour i f
you are only competing against
four or five other people,” he
said.
Sharpshooters can try their
luck starting 8 a.m. Thursday
until 5 p.m. Shuttle vans will
leave from the Dexter building
every hour at 15 minutes after
the hour.
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Pick up Mustang Daily
at a key off-campus location
" A l l American Pizza
■ Boston Bagel
■ Burger King .
■ CityHaU
■ Kinkq’s Copy Center
■ Laguria Cleaners
■ Linriea's Caie
■ Louisa's Place
■ McLintock's
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■ Mustang Village Apartments
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■ Stermer Glenn Apartments
■ Sundance Tanning Parlor
■ Sun^iine Donuts
,
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their male counterparts do not.”
The forum will address some of
the issues, said Rodger, and will
provide an opportulTity for both
male and female construction
management students to see and
hear successful women construc
tors.
Four successful female con
structors will be talking with
s t u d e n t s in c o n s t r u c t i o n
management classes on Wednes
day and Thursday, said Rodger.
He added that the forum’s focus

SHOOT
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get five shots at a bright yellow
target.”
The special Valentine’s Day
targets are heart-shaped with
scoring rings in the middle. Earley said the targets were made
bigger this year so people could
hit them.
All participants will shoot
with the same type o f 22-caliber
high-power match rifle in Cal
Poly’s indoor range located next
to the aviation hanger on cam
pus.
“ It’s very simple and safe to
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It HAPPEN
At Ernst &■ Young you can make exciting things happen for your
information systems career. Im m ediate aiul cliallenging assign
ments w ill expose you to a w id e range ol on-site business prac
tices such as health care, consum er nroducts/services,
manufacturing, retail and distribution and iinancial services.

H ERE'S W H A T W E 'R E L O O K IN G FOR:
• An undergraduate and/or graduate degree in an Integrated
Business and Computer Information Systems curriculum/discipline. COBOL programming skills are HIGHLY
DESIRABLE.

H ERE'S W H A T W E OFFER:
• A Seven W eek Intensive Training Program in support o f
N A V IG A T O R Systems Series'"’ the staie-of-ihe-arl in in fo r
m ation enm neering m eth o d o lo g y , and training in Sys
tems D evelop m en t integrating ad va n ced CASE tools
• A “ Big 6 ” leader — w o r ld w id e , Ernst fr Y ou n g is a $5
billion organization w ith o v e r 65,000 people in m ore
than 600 cities in 100 countries.
• The Ernst &• Y ou n g Center for In form ation T ech n ology
&■ Strategy — a 21st Century think tank in Boston.
• W o rld class clients and travel throughout the region.

• A professional demeanor, dedicated w ork ethic, positive
attitude, leadership skills and a proven record o f success in
academics and other activities.

Contact you r Placem ent O ffice for an on-cam pus inter
v ie w or send you r resum e to: ERNST 8- Y O U N G , M C

• Excellent oral and written comm unication skills

Equal O pportunity E m ployer.

R e c ru itm e n t-W e st, D ep t. J W , $15 South f l o w e r
Street, 28th Floor, Los A n g e le s , C A 90071. A n
• The NAVIG A TO R Systems Series“” is a service mark of Ernst (t Youn«

=UErnst &Young
Management Consulting West
-

